May 30, 2022
Attn:
Andrea Horwath, NDP Party of Ontario, Leader
Doug Ford, Premier of Ontario, Progressive Conservative Party of Ontario, Leader
Mike Schreiner, Green Party of Ontario, Leader
Steven Del Duca, Liberal Party of Ontario, Leader
RE: Double ODSP Now!
We are disability justice organizers, income security advocates, farmers, food growers, and food
justice organizations. We are writing to collectively express the urgent need to increase Ontario
Disability Support Program (ODSP) rates - a longstanding call from clients of ODSP and
community advocates. We are asking that, if elected, you ensure livable incomes for those living
with disabilities and their families in Ontario.
Current ODSP rates equate to legislated poverty and are strongly tied to high rates of food
insecurity in this province. The food insecurity rate in Ontario is 13.3% and, for households
relying on social assistance such as ODSP, that number jumps to 60%, and is growing every
day due to rising inflation. In a 2021 survey, respondents with disabilities identified that they had
less than $100 per month ($3.33 per day) to spend on food after paying for housing and utilities.
While the low-income threshold for a single person in Ontario is $2,229 per month, ODSP
provides a single person with a maximum income support amount of just $1,169 per month.
ODSP rates have not kept up with inflation and are not nearly sufficient to cover the rising costs
of food, rent, gas and other basic needs.
We ask that, if elected, your party make the following commitments:
1. Double ODSP payments immediately
During the pandemic, the federal government introduced the Canada Emergency
Response Benefit (CERB) - a monthly income support of $2,000 for residents of Canada
who stopped working due to COVID-19. This program indicates the federal government’s
recognition that $2,000 was the minimum livable monthly income among able-bodied
Canadians. Yet, ODSP rates remain significantly lower at just $1,169 per month, giving
many people with disabilities the perception that, in the government’s view, their lives are
worth much less than their able-bodied peers.
2. Index ODSP rates to market value rent and inflation
ODSP rates were last increased in 2018, by only 1.5%. Since then, inflation has risen
more than 12%. In Ontario, average market rent for a 1-bedroom apartment is currently
over $1,200 per month, while maximum shelter allowance for a single person on ODSP
is an unrealistic $497 per month. At the current inflation rate (6.8%), the buying power of
ODSP clients is decreasing by $7/month. It is unacceptable for ODSP rates to remain
stagnant while living costs continue spiraling upward.

3. Consult with ODSP clients and disability justice advocates on further program
reforms
There is an urgent need to thoroughly reform ODSP so that clients have access to
livable incomes that allow comfort and dignity. In the past, community groups have urged
the provincial government to make adjustments, including: implementing a flat-rate
payment structure for all clients, expanding access to the Canada-Ontario Housing
Benefit, and exempting Tax-Free Savings Accounts (TFSAs) and Registered Retirement
Savings Plans (RRSPs) from asset limit considerations. We ask that you engage in
meaningful consultation with ODSP clients and advocates to re-shape the program
according to community needs.
Poverty and food insecurity are inherently linked crises, and it is unacceptable to keep people in
poverty through social assistance rates that do not meet an adequate standard of living. In
Canada, our right to food has been enshrined in law since 1976. Therefore all levels of
government are obligated as duty bearers to realize this right and enact policies, programs, and
budgets that enable people to feed themselves, their loved ones, and their communities with
dignity.
Sincerely,

